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Xabier (6) ‘Green means yo
u 

need to think about how you 

can make your writin
g better. If 

you make a m
istak

e you might 

get gre
en to make it b

etter’ 

Mia (5
) ‘Perfect purple is 

when you’ve done really 

good work. It’s
 brillia

nt 

and gro
wing gre

en means 

you’ve had a go
od try 

but 

you need to work harder!’ 

‘We talk about our work 

with the teachers. They 

tell us how to get things 

right’ 

Growing green and perfect purple. 



The Marking Code 

 

Perfect Purple Good aspects of work are 

 highlighted in purple  

 with a tick above √. 

 A double tick √√ is used to  high

 light particularly good examples.

  

Growing Green Areas for improvement and  next 

 steps will be highlighted green 

 and a teacher prompt given (only 

 one aspect). 

 is used when the ‘I can’ statement/success criteria has 

been achieved, followed by one of these codes to indicate 

how much support/feedback has been given. A copy of   

these codes can be found inside the front cover of children’s 

books. 

I   independent work    

S  supported work 

G  guided work 

V verbal feedback given (brief annotations/

 notes may accompany this as an aide memoir to 

 staff.) 

R         needs to be revisited 

Marking 

At Longlevens Infant School we 

feel high quality   marking and 

feedback, accessible to the   

children, is essential in helping 

children achieve their potential. 

 

We have devised a system that 

supports this ethos. The      

children start to work with this 

system as soon as they start 

school in Reception. The     

ch i l d ren  re cogn i s e  th e         

importance of responding to 

their feedback as a way of   

moving their learning on and 

helping them to get better. 

 

Making comments that are meaningful to the children, 

that they can read and understand at such a young age 

can be challenging. However, we feel the system we have 

developed is effective in helping children understand 

what they have done well and what their next steps are 

to help them improve their work. 

 

All recorded work is marked daily. This may be light 

touch marking to acknowledge progress towards  

achieving an objective or more focused marking where 

children are given detailed feedback in order to move 

their learning on. Children have the opportunity to   

respond to the marking either at the beginning of a   

session or soon after in order to reflect and improve on 

their work. Feedback also takes place during the lesson 

either verbally or written. Children also self and peer 

mark work where it is appropriate to the activity. 

 

 

Children taking their 
writing outdoors 

 

If its really good you get to 

go in the ‘In it to win it!’ 

Karenza (6) 

‘Marking helps me to do better 

when I am working!’ Ollie (5) 

‘In my next work I ca
n make 

the changes and if I p
racti

ce 

I get better and better!’ 

 

 A sample of focused marking 


